Welcome Letter From Jimmy
Before I share my book,

As you can probably tell from the title of this
book, you’re going to learn all about list building
(email marketing).

I wanted to give you an understanding of why I
wrote it and who it’s for. You see, during the past
6 weeks, I’ve been tweaking and editing this
book (which is not due to a lack of knowledge
or time). My goal is to give as many people
as possible the “AH-HA” moment with my
message today. In this book, you’re about to
discover a method that will help you start your
path to a successful online marketing career.

A “list” is the underlying reason why I’ve
achieved so much in such a short amount of
time.
And 95% of Internet entrepreneurs will agree
that a “list” is the simplest and most
profitable way to make money online.

Listen...before Internet Marketing, I lived

In fact, in 2014, I personally generated over

$2 million dollars of income

a very ordinary and stressful life. Working 60+
hours a week, having to answer to a boss, and
living paycheck to paycheck. I tried everything
I could think of to get ahead, but it was never
enough. It took me thousands of dollars in
investments—from course to course and failure
to failure…

JUST from my “list.”
So why is it that so many people never make any
money online if it’s THAT EASY?
Because no one teaches them in a SIMPLE and
EASY to follow method. Most the time, people
get information overload and stray the path…
”Where do I start? How do I finish?”

Yes, I’m talking about SEO, Blogging, Paid
Advertising, Video Marketing, and so forth.

You’re literally just a few pages away from
beginning your journey to living the kind of life
that you’ve probably only ever dreamed of.

Chances are: if you name it, I’ve done it. And
I’ve probably failed at it, too.
Then right as I was about to give up, I had
my “AH HA” moment…and that’s when it

I hope enjoy this book and it inspires you to

TAKE ACTION.

CLICKED.

Jimmy Kim

In this book, I want to give YOU that
“AH HA” moment.
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Chapter 1

Where It All Started

Six years ago, I wasn’t this savvy
internet marketer I am today. In fact, I had
no idea what internet marketing was, let alone
EMAIL marketing! As far as I knew it was just
spam that filled up my inbox. It wasn’t until I met
a very good friend and mentor of mine (who I
still work with to this day) that I realized Internet
Marketing is the FUTURE. From E-commerce
to ordering services online, in the past 6 years
the Internet has evolved and revolutionized our
daily lives.

But it wasn’t as easy as I thought.

I don’t have a “techie” background
nor did I even come out of college with a fancy
tech degree. I wasn’t raised with the most
outgoing personality, but college taught me
how to be more confident. Ultimately, this lead
to a lucrative sales record for me at a local car
dealership. When I finished school, I was selling
cars but I was a slave to my job. I was working
60+ hour weeks and even though I made plenty
of money, I was miserable. I had no space for
anything outside of my work. My social life was
non-existent. I never had any time for myself,
and I rarely saw my family or friends. There was
no way that I could spend the rest of my life
working so hard for so little. I knew there had to
be a better way to live. That’s when I started to
look for alternative ways to make money.

•

I failed at making a website.

•

I failed at SEO.

•

I failed at monetizing Social
Media

•

I failed at trying paid
advertising (PPC, PPV,
banners)

•

I even tried to create my
own products… only to
fail due to the lack of
knowledge and expertise.

I spent two full years trying everything I could
think of to make money online while still working
60+ hours per week at the dealership. The whole
thing was exhausting. But, just as I was about to
give up, something incredible happened.
In 2010, my mentor introduced me to
“list building”. He told me how he was making
75% of his income online from his email list.

It was one Saturday in the July of 2008, I met a
man who opened my eyes to Internet Marketing
and how money can be made online (and A
LOT of it). It was THAT day, I decided to build
my own online business.

And that was my personal “AH HA” moment.
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Once I understood how profitable

Sometimes I still can’t believe how incredibly
profitable, yet simple, building a list really is. I
just took something that someone taught me and
was able to create a passion and drive to make
it better and easier. I’ve been an email marketer
for past 5 years now.

a list could be, I tried to replicate my mentor’s
success. Though the idea seemed so SIMPLE, I
still failed over and over. It would take me hours,
if not days, to set up something as simple as a
squeeze page. I simply had no idea where to
get started with trying to learn that stuff.

The decision to get started with Internet Marketing
has literally changed my life. That one simple
decision that I made 6 years ago has improved
my life in ways that I can’t even describe.

It was a continuous process of trial and
error. Then after 9 months of headaches and
thousands of dollars poured into testing…

it finally clicked.

I made my first dollar online...then a few
hundred, then a few thousand dollars and now
I’m making MILLIONS from my list.
Once I cracked the code, I couldn’t believe how
simple it was. I was almost angry that it took me
so long to figure out something so incredibly
easy. The most interesting part is it was just

3 easy steps.

I made my first dollar online...
then a few hundred,
then a few thousand dollars and now
I’m making MILLIONS from my list.
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Chapter 2

The concept of Internet Marketing

I know how tough it can be to struggle
financially, and I don’t think it’s something
that anyone should have to deal with. So, I’ve
decided to share my blueprint with you. If you
just follow my simple system, your probability of
success will increase exponentially!

The idea and concept of
Internet Marketing has a bad stigma.

I want to change that.

I want to make people aware of just how easy
it can be to become financially independent,
100%.

My quest for a better life is what ultimately led
me to even discover Internet Marketing. When I
first heard of it, it seemed like everything I had
ever wanted. The “gurus” promised I would have
plenty of money to pay the bills and loads of free
time to spend with my friends and family. Still
95% of people that tried to make money with
emails never saw a penny (including myself ).

Imagine never having to wake up early, fight
through traffic, deal with your annoying boss, or
do any of the things that most people have to do
just to survive. Imagine always having enough
money in the bank to pay your bills on time,
go out to dinner whenever you want, and take
vacations regularly. Imagine having money to
do anything you want AND having plenty of free
time to enjoy your money.

The reason why so many people fail to make
money with email marketing is that there is
always a small piece of the puzzle missing.
Many of those “gurus” will show you a little
bit here and there, but they never give you
the whole thing. That’s why I’ve refined my list
building formula to the point that anyone can
follow it step by step and get results!

Most people think that’s just a fantasy,
but the truth is it’s very much a reality.
In fact, that’s the life that I live. I wasn’t born
with a silver spoon. I don’t come from a wealthy
family. In actuality, I’ve struggled financially
for most of my life. But now I know the secret
to achieving real wealth. It’s not difficult, and
anyone can do it. Yes, that includes you!

All you have to do is follow my instructions
exactly as they are laid out, and you will have a
massive subscriber list that makes you
money on autopilot.

I know what it’s like to worry about paying rent.
For years, I struggled with credit card debt. I
had to miss Christmas and Thanksgiving with my
family more times than I’d like to admit, simply
because I couldn’t afford to take time off work.

But before I teach you how it’s done,
let me explain why your LIST is your
most powerful asset.

That’s why I’m writing this book.
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Chapter 3

Legally “Printing Money”

Check out my JVZOO Affiliate Account:

Here’s my little secret…I started creating “my list” on January 1st and by Feb 1st until April 12th (as I
write this book) you can see my results. Over $56,871.37 is my share of commissions.
That’s 70 days.. which means I’ve been able to average $812.45 per day in commissions in my
account. How? All I did was follow my system. The EXACT system - STEP BY STEP.
Here’s another account – This one is a CPA network:
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Now, I’m not showing this in an effort to brag
and I’m definitely not saying that this can be
done over night. Instead, I’m showing this to
prove that it CAN be done and it’s really not that
hard when you have a proven system.

Are you starting to get the picture?
When you have a good list, you have the power
to print money anytime you need it. And as your
list gets bigger, you will be able to print more
and more money each time.

And here’s the BEST part: I spend about
10-15 minutes per day on these particular
businesses. This is what we call “printing
money.” I already know what you’re thinking. So
how do you “print money” with emails? You
build a list.

So how do you build a list?
It’s actually very simple. In fact, there are

only 3 steps.

That’s the SHORT ANSWER.

Here’s what the reality is…
When you have a good list, you can make
money with the simple push of a button. The
bigger your list is, the more money you make
every time you push that button. Imagine
waking up in the morning and deciding you
want a new TV. You then walk over to your
laptop, push a button, and within a day you
have the money to buy a new TV. Need a new
car? You can “print” the money for a new car.
Want to take a vacation? You can “print” the
money to take a vacation.

When you have a good list,you can
make money with the simple push of
a button. The bigger your list is,
the more money you make
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Chapter 4

The Three Step Method
•

Your entire business is based on ONE
page (and you don’t need a domain
name or hosting!)

The average list owner shoots for $1 per
subscriber per month, every month. So the
average monthly income from 1,000 subscribers
is $1,000. With a 2,000 person list, you could
be making $2,000 per month… with 3,000 you
could make $3,000 per month, and so on.

•

You can get started in UNDER an hour

•

Takes very little training (Step #1 will be
all the training you need!)

It’s really THAT simple of a concept.

•

You can legally “print money”

The great thing about my system is that once
your list starts growing, it KEEPS growing. And
your income grows with the size of your list.

•

As long as you have traffic, you are will
build a list.

•

As long as you have a list, you will
make money.

Here are the facts.

• You can use it in EVERY niche on the
internet (but I’ll show you the best ones)

By now you must be wondering
how the system works. Well, I’m going to break it
down step by step but before we get into those
steps, I want you to understand the “backbone”
of the business.

The system works and Im going to
break it down for you right now.

This image represents your business, broken down to THREE simple steps.
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Step 1
Your “core” business (Automated Machine)

If you look at the diagram
above, you’ll see this represents
the largest part of your business.
But don’t be fooled... let me make
it really simple.

Your 1 page website
It’s just a landing page with a
single purpose: to collect emails.

Here’s an example:
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The problem that most people have when

That means you DON’T have to:

setting up their 1 page website is that most people:

•

Don’t know how to “code” a
webpage

•

Teach yourself how to
“code” (no tech worries)

•

Become a graphic designer

•

Can’t create great looking
designs in Photoshop

•

Learn how to write sales
copy

•

Have no idea how to write
high-converting sales copy

•

Get web hosting or domains
(no extras!)

Without those three things, you will be stuck at
square one. You’ll never be able to build a list.

And any other “hard stuff ” will
be done for you. It’ll look JUST
like the one you saw above.

That’s what happens to most people. They hit
the first roadblock at step 1, never get a single
subscriber, and then they give up.
Fortunately for you, I’ve solved this problem.

The final part to step 1 is implementing the
Autoresponders or newsletter. This is the
“message” you can send to your subscribers.
This is really the “action” element of Step 1. And
the good news is this, again, will be DONE FOR
YOU and handed over on Nov 10th. (Details
Coming!)

On Nov 11th, I’ll be releasing a video on how I
solved this very simple problem and how you can
essentially copy and paste your way through
this step!
In fact, I’m going to be GIVING AWAY access to
a proven, high-converting 1 page website builder.
(More details on that to come, keep reading)

Once Step 1 is complete, you’ll be ready for
Step 2.
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Step 2
Max Commission

Step 2 is very simple.
You need to know what niche to pick, what
offers to pick, how to sign up for the offers and
how to promote the offers.

FAQ: What is a niche?
A niche is a topic.
With the use of 1 page websites, we always
recommend a niche (or topic) in which there
is an abundance of digital products with
commission programs.
Here’s one of my favorite places to look:
This is the jv zoo marketplace (found here):
https://www.jvzoo.com/products
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Or you can head to Clickbank
https://accounts.clickbank.com/marketplace.htm

As you can see, there is an
abundance of niches out there
and available for you to view.
It’s VERY IMPORTANT to pick a niche that has
a wide variety of products, great commission
programs, and a large pool of customers.
On Nov 10th, I’m going to reveal to you my
TOP 2 Programs. These will help you earn
MAX Commissions.

Step 2 is simple. Find the niche (or topic),
copy and paste your affiliate link and the rest
runs on autopilot!
And you’ll be ready for the final step – Step 3!
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Step 3
Traffic

You’ll get access to THE source that top
marketers use to get floods of traffic
to their squeeze pages on demand! (I can
practically guarantee that no “guru” has ever
revealed this to you).

Traffic is the lifeblood of any business.
Traffic is your visitors. The people that come to
your website.

Every internet business needs Traffic.

I call these sources my “Instant Traffic Triggers,”
and because of the nature of the topic, I
decided to reveal it in a very special video.

Don’t let anyone tell you otherwise.
Now, there are TONS of ways to generate traffic.
From PPC, Social Media, Video, SEO, Blogs,
Banners, PPC, PPV…it’s endless.

This video training is now available and can be
viewed here.

With my system, you don’t have to know

In the video, I share the Instant Traffic
Triggers and how you can quickly and
monetize your ROI.

or learn any of this!
As you may already know, driving traffic is often
the biggest challenge when trying to make
money online. Guess what? That’s not
going to be the case for you. I want to teach
you a method that requires absolutely no wait
for traffic.

In fact, I share my $25k Case Study.

You can learn more about this training

here.
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Chapter 5

Are You Ready To Print Money?

When you combine the 3 steps

I wanted to be 100% sure that I could create
a presentation that was so easy to follow that
ANYONE could duplicate my success.

that I just told you about, you will be on your way
to building your own list.

And the best part? My Training event will be

If this all still seems a bit overwhelming,
have no fear…

100% FREE!

I have video training
that I will clear up all
your questions.

This is incredibly valuable stuff, and others have
paid thousands of dollars for similar training.
I could easily charge you to view the video, but
I’m not going to. I told you why I’m doing this,
and it’s not about the money. I already have
plenty of that.

I’ll also share with you my personal $25k

case study.

I want you to see just how easy it is to achieve
financial freedom, so I’m not going to charge
you an arm and a leg to get access.

I will show you EXACTLY how you can
duplicate my success and start your journey to
making up to $25,000 per month simply by just
sending emails.

You can start your journey and view the live
training video here.

All you have to do is attend the video training
and simply copy and paste my formula
exactly as I demonstrate.

I’ve put my heart and soul into creating this
blueprint and I’m EXCITED to release it to
the world.

You can watch the Live Video Training Here

Go ahead, watch the live training here!

You do not want to miss out on this.
I’ve never done anything like this before, and I
probably won’t do it ever again.

Just go to

I’ve spent months perfecting the exact formula
that I’ll show you in the video training you are
about to watch.

to access the video now!

http://buildmylist.com
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Chapter 6

Student Success Stories

In May of 2015, I opened doors for my

Some generated $50, while others generated
over $10,000, and this was just simply due to
the action that was taken by students. Though I
cannot force anyone to do anything, I can offer
you the exact tools and guidance to help you
with your success.

program for just 7 days. During that time, we
had thousands of students rush in for their seat.
And with that, came out over 500 students
who generated their very first dollar online.

You can see VIDEO testimonials

here

Student Testimonials
Sam Bralley

Dan Delaney

This is the one - All
you need - You have
found it at last...

Why “Build My
List” was the best
investment I made in
my online career..

I am so glad I found
Jimmy Kim and
his Build My List
program. You may
have tried other more
expensive programs
and offers, like I have, but you won’t find a better one
designed by a truly remarkable and sincere individual who
actually has your interest and success at heart. I’ve been
a member since he started the elite membership group
in May and have attended his weekly webinars and his
daily power calls as he goes through this program with
you, prodding each member along sometimes individually
until you get through the course. Many people succeed
and start making good money with this proven method.
Jimmy gives you his method, his ideas and his motivation
propelling the membership to success. He provides
everything that’s needed. No fluff, no gimmicks just a pure
and proven method that is the best on the market to help
you succeed.

When I purchased
“Build My List”, I was
only expecting to add
to my knowledge of
Internet marketing.
What happened was I learned an A to Z system that
allowed me to get my online business to consistently
generate revenue. Many of your Super Afilliates know how
to make money online, but do not know how to transfer that
knowledge to others. Jimmy is the exception to that rule.
He gives you the tools to get started and to know what to
expect beforehand. I recommend getting the Elite upgrade
to “Build My List” because you get access to the prerecorded webinars where Jimmy breaks this down to where
anyone can make money online. The information here is
worth much more than the price.
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Tim Fleming

Scott Lichau

Jimmy has out done
himself with the
creation of Build My
List!!!

The Best Training
EVER!!!!!!!
I am thrilled to share
my review and
experience with build
my list and Jimmy
Kim. I have been a
member of build my
list for quite a while
now and before i started in this training I was ready to give
up my dream of working from home but that all changed
through the guidance and training I received from Jimmy.
Because of the training and me taking action with what I
was taught I made my first money on-line and started to
grow my list. I am grateful for the system and the training
I received and know that if I follow the program I will find
more and more success but I have to be the one to take
action and I know that anyone who is open, teachable and
who is will to take action can do the same. Don’t hesitate,
join us !!!

Jimmy has out
done himself with
the creation of
Build My List. He
made this program
easy to understand the business of email marketing from
complete novices to experienced marketers that want to
hone their skills even better with step by step instructional
modules and Always goes above and beyond to make sure
everyone’s questions gets answered. Great work Jimmy!

Barbara Moss
The Solution at Last.
I bought Build My
List right at the
beginning, knowing
that after 3 years
of blogging and
NOT building a
list, I really needed
to address the
problem. (not for the first time, I may add) Well - Build My
List really did the trick for me. I actually ended up with a
small list (now growing daily) and the means to truly be
an ‘online marketer’. I consider that this was only because
of the great training offered by Jimmy Kim, the excellent
software he provided and the welcome sense of personal
interest that he and his crew continue to show in us. I
would enthusiastically recommend that any one who does
not have a list, but who really needs some help to get one
off the ground, invests in this great product. Build My List
Rocks! Thanks, Jimmy!

Guido Dantonia
This is the foundation
for any IM business MUST HAVE course!
BML is a very high
level product and the
training inside this
course has no price.
The real case study
showed by Jimmy is
worth alone the price of the ticket and plus Jimmy keeps
the students engaged with a lot of activities and webinars
which add more value to the course. compared to other
training courses it is more direct and the videos are less
lengthy without loosing any content but just going straight
to the point. I waiting for the release of BML2 to see what
Jimmy has done and I am sure it’ll be fundamental to keep
up and scale my business. Thanks Jimmy.
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Angela Heske

John-michael
Andrade

Your teaching style
and coaching is
probably the BEST
I’ve come across in
my (way too many)
years of learning
online marketing

Maui No Ka ‘Oi
I been a member
of BML since late
May of 2015 and
I must say Jimmy
& Associates has
shown strong support
and awesome
coaching abilities in simplifying the core elements in
internet marketing. Im new to internet marketing and
understand the power of having the internet scale my
current businesses. I live on a small island that consist of
about 160k people, in which my service can reach only
island wide. With BML I am now world wide :)...Still learning
making mistakes as I go, but now I believe that internet
marketing/business is not BS!! I have seen progress with
my own eyes by my few sales and can truly say BML does
work. Study, Practice & Excecute!!

Hey Jimmy, I couldn’t
be more excited to
share my review of
Build My List! I’ve already told you a few times how much I
enjoyed Build My List. Your teaching style and coaching is
probably the BEST I have had in my (way too many) years
of learning the ins and outs of creating a online business!
I love how you drop incredible “bombs” of key information
off the cuff - and it’s so genuine, You probably don’t even
know it’s significance, unless you’ve been struggling
for some time. I am very happy to recommend the next
version of Build My List 2.0 to Anyone who asks: Jimmy’s
teaching and coaching style is spot on. He is no nonsense
and make it very easy to get over those stumbling blocks
you might have in your affiliate or email marketing. I’d also
recommend becoming an Elite Member if that is offered
again! While you’re going to get a ton of value from the
base product - and you don’t “need” the Elite program The coaching, trainings and attention in the Elite Group
are a level above with even more details, explanations,
offerings and live coaching and training, so definitely
consider becoming an Elite Member. The value is amazing!
I added to my list with each campaign. And made a few
sales. While I Learned some great new things, for me
the key was that I cleared up a ton of nagging questions
I had had “left over” from others’ programs I had done
previously. Jimmy did a great job shedding light on set up,
copy, affiliate tips, niches, capture pages, email marketing,
solo ads, etc. and even brought in key marketers to talk
about specifics like PPC and Facebook marketing. Great
stuff! I’ve been so excited about this program, I’m trying
to get Jimmy to allow me to interview him for a program
I’m creating. Some of it, directly inspired by his teaching!!
Get Build My List 2.0 today - and clear up those questions
you’ve been carrying with you from every other program
you’ve tried - and maybe “missed the mark with” in the
past!! The success rate with this program from my Elite
Group of peers was undeniable! Get it today!

Ready to join the hundreds of
other success stories?
Then head to my

page, watch my video

training and get started today!

I’ll see you there!
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